
  

 

 
Environmental Analysis Group Inc. 

Makes a Case for outsourcing your design work: 
 
For landscape design build firms and related professionals to remain 
competitive and profitable, an owner or project manager must constantly 
seek to streamline efficiency.  With the internet changing the way 
businesses are run on a daily basis, many opportunities exist for increased 
profitability. Environmental Analysis Groups’ offices produce AutoCAD 
drafted drawings and color rendered presentation plans as their common 
tasks every day. 

While the pattern of outsourcing tasks has been commonplace for certain 
types of businesses for a number of years, the practice has not yet gained 

popularity with some engineering firms or the landscape design build 
industry for various reasons. However, a consultant/freelancer with the right 

skill set can help a small company navigate its way to greater profitability.  

How does this work? 

The idea is simple. Any task that can be completed and transmitted via the 
internet is a potential outsourcing opportunity. For example, an owner or 

project manager can quickly sketch out a conceptual landscape plan on trace 
paper, scan the drawing, and email the image to their consultant/freelancer, 
who then drafts the plan as a precise CAD drawing ready to be used as a 

working construction document.  

 

 

Before- Design Sketch 

 

  



 
 

 
 
After- Drafted Auto CAD Drawing 

Or, a designer can email a CAD drawing or hand-drawn site plan to his/her 
consultant/freelancer, who adds color to create an illustrative plan and then 
emails it back as a PDF. The owner or project manager can then print out 

this plan and present it to the client at their next meeting.  

 

 
Before-CAD Drafted Drawing 
 
 

 
After-Color Rendered Drawing 



 

 

Typically, before a drawing is finalized, the project manger will collaborate 

with the consultant to complete necessary revisions. This process is exactly 
the same as what occurs in an actual design studio when a project manager 
delegates to another staff member. To allow for time to communicate by 

email or phone, a typical time-frame for this type of project might be one 
week or less. If the designer builds this time into the project schedule 

upfront, there should be no issues with getting it done in a timely manner. 
Because your design work is a reflection of you and your business, a good 
freelancer will take every step to make the drawing distinctly yours by 

making necessary revisions and drafting or drawing in a style that you 
dictate. After all, it's your design.  

Several compelling reasons may influence a designer to utilize these 

methods.  

• Cost-savings- Typically, your hourly billing rate will be higher than 
what a freelancer charges to assist with your work. You can bill the 

client at your hourly rate and reap the savings. 
• Time-savings- If you can hand off a drafting or rendering task to 

your assistant, you immediately have additional time to focus on other 

aspects of your business such as marketing, client meetings, or pure 
design work. With more than one task progressing concurrently, 

efficiency and productivity are increased, resulting in more projects 
completed within the same amount of time. 

• Borrowed skills- Many experienced project managers and 

contractors have a wealth of practical business knowledge, yet they 
may not have a background in graphic presentation, or they may not 

have experience with a particular computer program. Rather than 
taking all the time to learn a software package or take a graphics 
course, they may find it more profitable to utilize the skills of other 

people who are proficient in those areas. 
• Effective sales tools- If you typically present your plans as simple 

plan-view line drawings, having a professionally rendered color 
landscape plan with 3-dimensional views and artistic sketches of the 
proposed improvements will greatly enhance your ability to 

communicate your design intent to the client. 
• No long-term commitment or wasted overhead costs- As a small 

business grows, the owner inevitably has to decide if and when to hire 
full-time employees. Because the workload in the landscape industry 
will always ebb and flow, either with the seasons or with economic 

conditions, it may be best to hire help on a per-job basis. By using a 
trusted freelancer with whom you've established a working 

relationship, you pay them only when there's work for them to do. 
• Makes work more enjoyable- Some project managers and 

contractors may enjoy CAD drafting or coloring plans, but many see 
these tasks as mere chores that have to be done. If this is your view, 
why not leave this sometimes monotonous and time-consuming work 



to someone else and focus on the more creative aspects of your 
profession? 

 

What additional features can be provided? 

In addition to plan drafting and color renderings, an experienced freelancer 
can potentially provide:  

• Section-Elevations 

• 3-dimensional or bird's-eye views 
• Sketch-Up site modeling 
• Presentation graphics  

• Quantity and material takeoffs for estimating  
• Dimension Plans for construction 

• Lot coverage calculations for impervious coverage 

Environmental Analysis Group, Inc. has over 15 years experience with 
residential and commercial landscape design. We have a strong base of 
computer skills, including proficiency with programs such as AutoCAD, 

Sketch-Up and others. We are also professionals at analyzing and 
interpreting site plans and landscape plans.  

This specific background with landscape design sets us apart from the myriad 

of options that can be found online for outsourcing general CAD drafting or 
graphic design. 

 

Alexander M. Oross, ASLA is a Landscape Designer living in New Jersey. 
He is the President of Environmental Analysis Group, Inc. His firm 
provides CAD drafting and color rendering services for landscape design build 

firms and related professionals throughout the country. To contact him and 
get more information you can email him at saoross@optonline.net or to view 

samples of his current work just click on his online portfolio at 
http://eagi.carbonmade.com/ 

 

 

 
 
 


